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Introduction

Digital currencies are the next stage of money development. As a society, we have 

already used various forms of payment methods, such as barter, shells or precious 

metals, followed by gold-backed banknotes, state-issued banknotes without any 

backing, payment cards and, in recent decades, internet banking. Payments via 

digital currencies are faster, with lower fees, and blockchain makes them much more 

transparent. They are thus the next logical step for an increasingly digital society.

Platon Life connects the world of the latest digital technologies with companies and 

users in the online environment through PlatonCoin (PLTC), a digital currency fueling 

the unique ecosystem of the same name, Platon Life.

Platon Life's vision is to make digital currencies accessible to everyone as easily and 

safely as possible while connecting the digital and real world via gamification, a fun 

user experience positively motivating further development. The main aim is to create 

a globally accessible and convenient ecosystem with added value for all its 

members.
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Description of the problem

It is gradually becoming clear that the current economic and financial 

model, based on endless growth, is not sustainable in several 

aspects. From an environmental point of view, we do not have infinite 

resources. From a social point of view, the society is increasingly 

divided. From the economic point of view, the solution of the 

economic crisis cannot cause an even greater indebtedness for all 

future generations. The unsustainability of the current model is also 

reflected in the economic instability of currencies and the gradual 

decline in the value of money, rising inflation and the widening and 

deepening of barriers between individual groups in society. This 

development leads both companies and individuals to search for 

alternative possibilities, to seek ways to reorganize society. However, 

a successful change requires a clear vision of society's future 

development and tools that would allow us to achieve it. 

One alternative, which has proved viable, especially over the last 

year, is the gradual rebuilding of society on healthier foundations - 

from small communities upwards instead of from global 

multinationals downwards. The fact that gradual return towards 

communities is the right way is evidenced in the increasing rate of 

solidarity and mutual assistance among people, e.g. in the barter of 

scarce products.

However, it is impossible to return to the obsolete ways of life, to the 

ways our ancestors lived. Today, the community can also be 

connected digitally, through shared visions and values, based on the 

mutual exchange of experience, knowledge, products and services, 

and through the means of this exchange - the digital currency.
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How Platon Life solves the problem

Platon Life is a result of a vision of gradually building, connecting and strengthening 

a community way of life and a sharing economy through modern tools. Platon 

Finance aims to achieve it by creating and dynamically expanding the digital 

ecosystem focused on the practical application of the PLTC digital currency as an 

alternative payment instrument. To protect PLTC holders and maintain the 

anonymity of ownership, the ecosystem uses decentralized blockchain technology.

Platon Life

Problem 1: Global economy, profit maximization
Globalization, a trend flourishing particularly during the first ten years of the 21st 

century, has proved to be a dead end. Profit maximization and endless growth are 

not consistent with the ultimate resources of this planet. The discrepancy is mirrored 

in the endless printing of money by governments trying to keep the economies of 

their countries afloat. In contrast, the finite amount of digital currencies enables the 

functioning of sharing economies.
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Solution 1: Platon Life ecosystem
The most important aim of the Platon Life ecosystem is to create a sharing digital 

economy. The concept is based on the creation of functional systems between its 

direct and indirect participants. Platon Life ecosystem brings the world of digital 

currencies in a single interactive application allowing everyone to reap the 

ecosystem's benefits, start buying and selling digital currencies, trading, learning, 

watching the news and much more. The Platon Life ecosystem community consists 

of three groups: Users - the largest group primarily focused on acquiring goods/

services through contract stores registered in Platon Life. Merchants - a portfolio of 

merchants who accept the PLTC digital currency in exchange for goods and services. 

Partners - all who use the opportunity to become part of the decision-making 

process and contribute to the Development of company Platon Life. However, Platon 

Life ecosystem is not only an ecosystem for merchants; it is also suitable for 

companies that can, for example, use PLTC as rewards for their employees within 

B2B cooperation. Another added value of the ecosystem includes a possibility to 

improve employees' financial literacy, to help companies and entrepreneurs with 

digitization. Platon Trading Academy (see below) is open to everybody.
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Platon Trading Academy

Problem 2: Low public awareness and usability 
of digital currencies

The rise of digitization creates a suitable environment for many new projects which 

bring interesting new ideas. However, their practical applicability is frequently very 

low. They are difficult to understand and their use for average users is complicated, 

users are demotivated by a large amount of information to such an extent they do 

not even try these products.
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Solution 2: Platon Trading Academy
Platon Life company perceives the importance of the problem and decided to 

prepare a unique educational program to educate those interested in digital 

currencies in theory and enable them to test the acquired knowledge through 

practical use. Platon Trading Academy thus combines theoretical education with 

practice. PlatonCoin digital currency offers many different uses. The training module 

is designed for all ages to describe the possibilities and benefits related to the use of 

digital currencies. The module will also include a demo version that will allow you to 

test the acquired knowledge offline and without any risk.



PlatonCoin

Problem 3: Information security

Information security is a significant problem in today's societies. According to 

statistics, the human factor is responsible for information leakage in more than 70% 

of cases, with the remaining 30% being attributed to external attacks. The 

development of new technologies alone has resulted in a fourfold increase in the 

number of cyberattacks year-on-year. The rise of digital currencies has fueled a new 

wave of interest from hackers driven by the desire to steal digital currencies and 

harm their reputation. Personnel risk is similarly greatly underestimated. Employees 

increasingly encounter and operate with sensitive data, which may be subject to 

various laws.
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Solution 3: PlatonCoin
PlatonCoin Digital currency based on blockchain eliminates some of these threats 

and challenges, but possible cybersecurity challenges and threats persist. To 

minimize the damage caused by security breaches, company Platon Life has teamed 

up with US giant Symantec (acquired by Broadcom), the No. 1 in the cybersecurity 

sector. This cooperation aims to bring security to PlatonCoin users and protect their 

property and the company's property and know-how. The blockchain and the code 

on which PlatonCoin works have been audited by Symantec, a cybersecurity 

company. PlatonCoin is an ERC-20 token based on the Ethereum blockchain.



Platon Wallet and Platon Exchange
 
Problem 4: Unreliability

Every progress, including the one in the field of digital currencies, is usually accepted 

by society, i.e. potential users, as the beginning of something new and better. 

However, on the other hand, it also provokes a high degree of mistrust. Over the last 

decade, people have become accustomed to insuring their items and property. But 

how to create an insurance product for a new form/type of payment instrument that 

is completely digital?
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Solution 4: Platon Wallet and Platon Exchange
Company Platon Life  addresses the problem by a cooperation with a contractual 

insurance agent represented by ANDERSON covering various forms of risk, not only 

for PlatonCoin but also for all other digital currencies stored in the wallet. As one of 

the first digital wallets globally, Platon Wallet is insured up to EUR 1,000,000. Platon 

Wallet is designed as a user-friendly mobile wallet for storage, usage, and 

valorization of user-acquired/held PlatonCoins. Platon Wallet stores the value 

expressed in PlatonCoins. Since the Platon Life ecosystem is an active platform, the 

user interface also offers a possibility to exchange PlatonCoins (Platon Exchange). 

The Platon Exchange is part of the Platon Wallet which is builded on Microsoft’s 

infrastructure and fully protected by Broadcom’s security solutions. The exchange is 

intended both for external users and Platon Life ecosystem members. The benefits 

for members include more favorable exchange rates.
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Platon Store and Platon Pay
 
Problem 5: Multilevel use

Many projects are built around only one service, providing, e.g. an option to 

exchange digital currency or pay for goods and services. However, users - both the 

customers wanting to buy or the companies wanting to sell - have to manage several 

user environments, encounter problems with their incompatibility and non-

cooperation, and have to ensure all components' safety and interconnection at all 

levels and overall. The whole system thus becomes so complex that most users 

cannot practically use it.
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Solution 5: Platon Store and Platon Pay
Platon Store and Platon Pay connect several levels at once. In particular, the Platon 

Store offers the opportunity to receive significant discounts on goods and services 

through vouchers from partners, provides access to many different products and 

services in one place, enables practical use of digital currency benefits or additional 

bonuses through referral programs in the Platon Life ecosystem. Platon Store 

provides two advantages: 1. The possibility of rewarding employees, 2. Marketing, 

promotion of smaller companies in particular. The functional connection between 

the user environment and the trading and/or currency exchange platform is Platon 

Pay via the Platon Pay payment gateway. Platon Pay uses PlatonCoin acceptance 

agreements to establish direct connections between merchants and payment 

providers, takes over the preparation of selected types of payments, processes

customer/user payments and provides additional outputs for risk management, 

fraud prevention and reporting.
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PlatonCoin: How much, 
when, who, where
 
Company Platon Life issued a total of 300,000,000 PLTC (in words: three hundred 

million PlatonCoins - PLTC). Based on the above tokenization, 222,000,000 PLTC 

tokens (74%) are released for the benefit of users, including Public and Private Offer, 

Business Partners, Reward system and staking rewards for long-term holding of 

PLTC. The remaining amount of 78,000,000 PLTC units (26%) will be utilized to 

provide for internal processes, of that 30,000,000 PLTC units (10%) for founders, 

30,000,000 PLTC units (10%) for reserve fund, 9,000,000 PLTC units (3%) for 

marketing and 9,000,000 PLTC units (3%) for advisors.

Note: PLTC does not fall within the category of electronic money in any means; it is not affected by the material scope, within 
the meaning of the regulations of Directive 2009/110 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009
on the taking up, pursuit and prudential supervision of electronic money activities. In the sense of valid legislation of the 
European Union and laws on capital markets business, as amended, digital currencies cannot be considered an investment 
instrument because they do not meet the nature and essence of securities and/or derivatives. Platon Life company is not 
established and/or established as an investment fund that could offer digital currency units directly to the public or a certain 
group of investors in the case. Company Platon Life is primarily established for the purpose of brokering trade, services and 
goods using the PLTC product. PlatonCoin is not defined as an investment tool but as an alternative form of a digital product 
built on the principles of an encryption key. Neither the digital ecosystem nor the digital currency unit has ever been generated 
or designated for collective investment. No law, regulation, or measure on the part of the banking sector imposes a legal 
obligation and the need to register and/or report Platon Life company’s obligation to receive payments (payments) for goods 
and services through PLTC digital currency units. Buying and selling PlatonCoin on your own account is not a payment service, 
nor are the transactions associated with it and the management of a "digital account" through PlatonCoin Digital Wallet.

75%
users

25%
internal processes

(10% founders)
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Roadmap 2021

Q3

Launch of an internal marketplace

Launch of the 2nd version of 
Platon Life (new design) and the 

2nd phase of PLTC exchange - 
possibility to purchase PLTC via 

USDT and PLTC to USDT exchange

Launch of a referral program for 
online purchasing PLTC 

and voucher

Change of private staking 
conditions and launch of VIP 

private client

Further development of 
successfully launched products 
and PlatonCoin liquidity support

Bug tracking and platform 
stabilization

Launch of the 2nd membership 
and referral for staking

Q4
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Daniel Tanner
CEO & Co-Founder

 tanner@platonlife.com

Maroš Khúla | CTO
khula@platonlife.com

Peter Gaman | CMO
gaman@platonlife.com

Helena Luxová | CFO
finance@platonlife.com

Daniel Hurta | CSO
hurta@platonlife.com

Julia Tanner
CEO & Co-Founder

julia@platonlife.com

Platon Life Team
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Platon Life Holding

100%

100%
100%100% 100% 100%99%

100% 100% 100% 100% 80%

Platon Finance OÜ
Estonia

Platon institut s.r.o.
Czech Republic

PLATON SERVICES 
LTD UK

PLATON SERVICES 
SE CZECH REPUBLIC

PLATON FINANCE
Sp.zo.o.

POLAND

TRASITUS
CONSULTING LTD,

CYPRUS

PLATON FINANCE
LIMITED UK

JIN LLC
Wyoming, USA

Daniel Tanner

PLATON GLOBAL LLC
Wyoming USA

PLATONCOIN
COMMERCIAL

BROKE SERVICES, 
UAE

PLATON LIFE
MONACO (NEW)

Sales Office
PRAGUE

Sales Office
BRNO

Sales Office
OSTRAVA

Sales Office
BRATISLAVA, SK

DEITY UK
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Platon Life Management

Daniel & Julia Tanner
CEO & Founders

Daniel Hurta
CSO
Sales

Maroš Khúla Helena Luxová Mária Bezeková Marko Úradník Alfréd Paulovič
CTO CFO CHRO CMO

IT / Development Finance Human Resources Marketing B2B

CEO & Founders

Management



Disclaimer
 

This whitepaper is not an investment recommendation. Potential participants must make their own independent evaluations and decisions 

regarding the possession and/or possible use of PlatonCoins after conducting their own investigations and analyzes that they deem 

necessary. Unless potential entrants fully understand and accept Platon Life company’s goals and intentions, as well as potential risks, they 

should not decide on any option to hold, own or further use PlatonCoins. There can be no assurance that Platon Life company’s goals and 

objectives will be achieved, and the planned (predicted) results may vary over time. Potential participants should carefully consider whether 

this allocation of free capital (financial resources) is appropriate for them. At the same time, potential PLTC participants/holders should 

familiarize themselves with the legislation related to the acquisition, possession, sale or other forms of use of PLTC in their countries of 

nationality or place of residence. Potential participants should consult their accountant, legal or another professional adviser about any 

doubts about this white paper before purchasing the PLTC digital currency.
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Contact/Visit Us

Cyrilská 7,
Brno, Czechia

Brno

Václavské nám. 804/58, 
Praha, Czechia

Prague

Hornopolní 40, 
Ostrava, Czechia

Ostrava

Pribinova 4, 
Bratislava, Slovakia

Bratislava

Puławska 12/3, 
Warsaw, Poland

Unit Q, 35 Astbury Road, 
London, Great Britain

Warsaw London

Al Khaleej Al Tejari 1 St
(Vision Tower 44th floor),

Dubai, UAE

Dubai

Rotermanni tn 8, 
Tallinn, 10111, Estonia

Tallinn
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Contact/Follow Us

platonlifecom

www.platonlife.com +420 777 457 435

platon-life platonlife_official

info@platonlife.com

platonlife

https://www.platonlife.com
mailto:info@platonlife.com
callto:+420777457435
https://www.linkedin.com/company/platon-life
https://www.facebook.com/platonlifecom
https://www.instagram.com/platonlife_official
https://www.youtube.com/platonlife



